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An exercise in the historical subjuncCve: what if America had built a mass labor or socialist party?
JOHN TULLY, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY
‘Don’t get me started on Bush and Cheney!’ declared my
friend the librarian at the Akron Beacon Journal when I
was in Ohio earlier this year. ‘Those guys deserve to be
on trial.’ I soon discovered that she was a staunch
unionist too. She was delighted to hear what I had
learned in her dusty archives about Wilmer Tate and
James McCartan, who had been trade union militants in
her city in the 1920s and 30s. Both men, I pointed out,
were lifelong socialists and had thrown themselves into
the project to build a Farmer‐Labor Party as an
alternabve to the two capitalist parbes in the US. ‘A pity
they didn’t succeed,’ I added. ‘America—and the world—
would have been beder for it’.
My friend just shrugged. Like many other American
progressives, she could see no alternabve to the
Democrats, and aeer almost eight years of unbelievably
bad government under George W. Bush, I couldn’t really
blame her. With fear and loathing of the Bush
administrabon spreading across America it is
understandable that many should look to Barack Obama
as a saviour to deliver them from a moral morass and
steep nabonal decline. There is no doubt that Obama is
by far preferable to John McCain and if nothing else the
elecbon of the ﬁrst black president would deliver a solid
blow to American bigotry. Yet in many respects,
opponents of the neo‐cons must support Obama faute
de mieux, and more than one American told me of their
unease at Obama’s steady rightwards drie. Obama
invites Americans to dream, but despite John McCain’s
characterisabon of him as a socialist, he is nothing of the
sort and we are enbtled to ask what precisely he thinks
Americans should have the ‘audacity to hope’ for.[1]
Undoubtedly, Obama has struck a deep chord in
Americans yearning for a more inclusive and caring

society, but is he really the radical iconoclast some claim
(hope?) him to be?
As the journalist Serge Halimi notes, ‘To anyone who sbll
supposes a mulbcultural president with a Kenyan father
would signal the start of a new era with everyone
holding hands, the Democrabc candidate has already
said that…his foreign policy is actually a return to the
“tradibonal biparbsan realisbc policy of George Bush’s
father, of John F. Kennedy, of, in some ways, Ronald
Reagan”.’[2] ‘Mulblateralism is not on the agenda,’ Halimi
conbnues, ‘but imperialism will be soeer, subtler, more
inclusive and perhaps not quite so murderous. But the
eight‐year embargo imposed by President Bill Clinton
killed a lot of Iraqis.’ Obama’s respect for Clinton is
‘disturbing’, writes Halimi, cibng Obama’s boast that
Clinton “had wrung out of the Democrabc Party some of
the excesses that had kept it from winning elecbons”.
‘What excesses?’ demands Halimi. ‘Opposing the death
penalty? Supporbng welfare? Defending civil rights?
Redistribubng incomes?’
While almost anything would be preferable to Bush and
Cheney—and Obama is most certainly a talented young
man—I can’t help going on a bit of an excursion into the
‘historical subjuncbve’ and wonder what it might have
been like if the dreams of labor acbvists like James
McCartan and Wilmer Tate had been realised? Despite
recent overstretch, America is sbll the richest and most
powerful state in history, but the gap between rich and
poor is obscene: the top 5 per cent own 59 per cent of
the nabon’s wealth, the middle 20 per cent own 13 per
cent, and the bodom 40 per cent own less than 5 per
cent. Forty two million Americans are enbrely without
health insurance and there has been a sharp erosion of
beneﬁts for those workers who were lucky to have their
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health care and pensions covered by union collecbve
agreements. There is a two‐year limit on many forms of
welfare and a ﬁve year lifebme limit. Many poor families
have been driven oﬀ the welfare rolls, but with the
minimum wage at $6.55 an hour and people forced to
accept jobs many miles from their homes, many are now
worse oﬀ than when they were unemployed. In some
parts of the US, the life expectancy for women has been
declining. When twelve workers died in an explosion in a
non‐union coal mine at Tallmansville in West Virginia in
January 2006, it was revealed that the company had
been repeatedly cited for safety violabons, but ﬁned only
$24,000: what price a miner’s life in today’s America?
Witness, too, the stampede with which Congressmen
from both major parbes rushed to endorse Bush’s
invasion of Iraq – and the alacrity with which they passed
the Patriot Act without even having read its draconian
provisions! Again, it is not hard to see the diﬀerence that
a mass socialist or labor party might have made. When
the Roosevelt Administrabon proposed an embargo on
the export of arms to the Spanish Republic in 1937, the
only dissenbng vote was that of John Toussaint Bernard,
a former iron miner and municipal ﬁreman from
Minnesota who was the sole member of the Farmer‐
Labor Party in the Congress. At the same bme, Ford,
Studebaker and General Motors were supplying trucks
and jeeps to Franco, Texaco was keeping them full of
gasoline, Firestone of Akron was supplying the tyres, and
Du Pont was loading them with munibons—all of this
war materiel provided on credit, to the shame of
Roosevelt’s policy of ‘non‐intervenbon’. Sadly, Bernard
was not re‐elected in 1938 and with him went the last
hope of the Farmer‐Labor Party that they might break
the two‐party stranglehold. While ‘extraordinary
rendibon’ and torture at Abu Ghraib have been
presented as aberrabons, the American nun featured on
John Pilger’s ﬁlm ‘The War on Democracy’—who was
gang raped and tortured back in the 1980s by
Guatemalan goons while a CIA ‘advisor’ looked on—
could adest that US imperialism did not begin with
Dubya’s entry into the White House. So could the
survivors of the 9/11 US‐backed coup in Chile in 1972
and the myriads of dead in Indonesia and other killing
ﬁelds around the world.
So why is it that no labor or socialist party has endured in
the United States? Certainly it is not for the lack of
trying. When Philadelphia workers launched the
Workingman’s Party in 1828, they had created what was
probably the world’s ﬁrst labor party. Thereaeer, there
were periodic adempts to build a class‐based party,
including the eﬀorts of the United Labor Party in 1880s
and 1890s. Eugene Debs strove mighbly to build the
Socialist Party, only to conclude that by 1925, on the eve
of his own death, his party was ‘as near to a corpse as a
thing can be and sbll show signs of life’. James McCartan,
John Bernard and Wilmer Tate were indefabgable
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advocates of the Farmer‐Labor Party during the 1920s
and ‘30s, but the project failed for all their dedicabon.
Explanabons of its collapse are relabvely straighworward:
Secbon 7(a) of the Nabonal Recovery Act, the Wagner
Act and the New Deal as a whole appeared to many
American workers as evidence that Democrats could
deliver the goods, so a labor party was not seen as
necessary. Aeer all, the leaders of both the CIO and AF of
L told them that ‘President Roosevelt wants you to
organize’.
But what of earlier failures? Why was it that the AF of L
rejected the call to build a labor party at its 1894
convenbon and steadfastly reiterated its opposibon
thereaeer? Apart from ascribing evil intent to AF of L
President Sam Gompers, standard explanabons derive
from a book published by the German sociologist Werner
Sombart in 1905: Why Is There No Socialism in the
United States?[3] Sombart’s well‐known thesis was that
material prosperity plus established democrabc
insbtubons had cut the ground from under the socialist
party project; that the socialist ship had foundered on
shoals of roast beef and apple pie. The same might be
said of the failure of the labor party boat to ﬂoat.
This explanabon of ‘American excepbonalism’ has been
challenged in a recent book by the Bribsh academic
Robin Archer enbtled Why Is There No Labor Party in the
United States?[4] As Archer points out, most writers have
followed in Sombart’s footsteps by comparing the social
and polibcal condibons of American workers with those
of their European cousins; and of course white male
American workers were beder oﬀ materially and in
terms of polibcal rights than their counterparts across
the Atlanbc. However, as Archer demonstrates, the
thesis breaks down when America is compared with
Australia. In the 1890s, the two sociebes were markedly
similar in many ways and Australian workers actually
enjoyed a higher standard of living than their American
cousins at that bme. Like them, they had also won rights
such as manhood suﬀrage some bme before. Yet these
factors did not prevent the emergence of the Australian
Labor Party at a bme when the AF of L was rejecbng the
idea of such a party in the US.
Thus the convenbonal explanabons, Archer argues, do
not hold water. Rather, he isolates four other factors in
the US—the extraordinary levels of anb‐union
repression, the relabve weakness of industrial as
opposed to crae unions, the sectarianism of exisbng
socialist organisabons and the ‘polibcal salience of
religion’—as more likely causal mechanisms. While he
freely admits that the reasons for the existence of these
factors needs more research, his book is a thought‐
provoking study that deserves to be read by academics
and acbvists puzzled by the labor party enigma. The US,
he contends, was not the excepbonal place of textbook
orthodoxy, and the American liberal tradibon and
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democrabc and secular values in fact co‐existed and
conﬂicted with a deep‐rooted religious sectarianism that
owed nothing to the Enlightenment. How American
society was excepbonal, he concludes, was in its failure
to build a labor party. We might add that the world lives
with the dismal consequences of that unpalatable fact.
1. See Barack Obama, 2006, The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts
on Reclaiming the American Dream, Random House, New
York.
2. Serge Halimi, 2008, ‘Obama’, Le Monde DiplomaOque,
August, p.1.
3. Werner Sombart 1976, (trans. Patricia M. Hocking and C.T.
Husbands), Why Is There No Socialism In the United States?
Macmillan, London.
4. Robin Archer, 2007, Why Is There No Labor Party in the
United States? Princeton University Press, Princeton and
Oxford.

Reflection on ‘Australia’s Welfare Wars’
ROB WATTS, RMIT
As my mother always said, you cannot judge a book by
its cover. I was reminded of the truth of this adage when
confronted by the second edibon of Phillip Mendes’
book with the encouraging btle Australia’s Welfare Wars
Revisited. I would like nothing beder than to agree with
the implicabon contained in the btle of this book that
Australia is hosbng a vigorous, highly public and
intensely polibcal debate between some well‐deﬁned
and diverse approaches to social policy. Of course I
cannot say anything of the sort. As Mendes himself
acknowledges nothing could be further from the truth.
There are no welfare wars. Apart from some occasional
huffing and puffing on the part of a few academics including
the two Peter Saunders, Mendes himself, and the odd social
policy academic, there is no politics of welfare. Indeed if we
are to speak plainly there is, as Mendes shows all too
clearly, an absence of politics. What we actually have is a
substantial measure of bi‐partisan consensus – or what he
calls ‘ideological convergence’ – centred on support for the
status quo. If there is a contest it is a pseudo affair between
politicians competing with each other for media time to
show who is tougher on ‘welfare fraud’ and who deploy the
banal and shallow vocabulary of ‘mutual obligation’ while
they busily promote a politics of fear premised on the need
of ‘decent hard working Australians’ to protect ourselves
from the army of ‘welfare dependents’ who simply want to
get something for nothing. Do we not see here one effect of
years of being told why we should be very afraid of ‘power‐
hungry’ unions, welfare ‘cheats’, land grabbing Aborigines,
criminally inclined asylum‐seekers or Muslim terrorists?
A year aeer a federal elecbon in which the electorate
turfed out Howard’s Coalibon government, there is sbll
not a lot of evidence that the next few years will be good

for polibcs. Indeed it seems that there are sbll too many
polibcians from the major parbes worried that
somewhere, somehow, soon there might be an outbreak
of polibcs. What I mean by the idea that this will not be a
good year for polibcs, is an idea about what normabvely
speaking polibcs is, and the idea that there is something
wrong with the quality of our public life and polibcal
culture. It is what Frank Furedi has called adenbon to in
a book called The Fear of PoliOcs (2005) which in my view
does a beder job of explaining why we have come to our
present impasse than Mendes, as I suggest brieﬂy below.
What Mendes oﬀers is a highly accessible descripbve
account of how we have come to a polibcal hiatus
marked by ideological convergence. There are many
merits in this book: aeer all it is a well‐deserved second
edibon of a text which has proved itself in university
classes everywhere. As he shows in chapter aeer chapter
there is more than enough evidence that Australia’s
polibcal culture is looking increasingly like the dead
water at the bodom of our fast‐emptying dams. Our’s is
a polibcal culture starved both of the oxygen and
diversity which vigorous polibcal debate and real
diﬀerence sustains.
This of course is not to say that there will not be lots of
the kind of shadow boxing between various party leaders
done on and for television, which now passes for polibcs
– but isn’t. Nor is it to say that certain polibcal ideas will
be missing enbrely. There are plenty of Ministers and
backbenchers in the new Rudd government all too ready
to push on with the hybrid mix of neo‐liberal and neo‐
conservabve ideas, which deﬁned the policy ethos of the
Howard government between 1996 and 2007. It is these
ideas, as Mendes shows, which have proved to be the
most inﬂuenbal polibcal ideas of the past decade. This
will mean more tax ‘reform’ designed to embed income
inequality, more sniping away at the capacity of non‐
government organizabons to advocate (and that includes
destroying what’s lee of the union movement), or eﬀorts
to bdy up the ‘industrial relabons revolubon’ which
Hawke‐Keabng inibated and which Howard pushed a bit
harder. Above all else as the muddled adempts made by
the major parbes to address global warming suggest
none are yet able to do more than promote the
‘economy rules, ok’ line.
Yet as well as descripbon what we also need is some
explanabon of why this has happened. Why is it the case
for example that convenbonal and/or tradibonal
disbncbons once made between the ‘right’ and the ‘lee’
have increasingly ceased to mader? Once the lee stood
unequivocally for social change and the promobon of
social emancipabon for people denied basic polibcal
rights or social opportunity. Equally the right stood
unequivocally for the conservabon of the way things
were, and opposed radical change or what they called
‘social engineering’.
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To the extent that the right is represented by the Liberal
and Nabonal Parbes, these are parbes no longer
interested in conserving the past. These are
conservabves who no longer conserve except ﬁwully.
One minute the Howard government was running up
radical libertarian ‘anything goes’ ideas grounded in the
tropes of ‘markets’, ‘individuals’ and ‘freedom’. At other
bmes it oﬀered up a mélange of Tory (ie, Chrisban,
Bribsh, and monarchical) ideas about natural hierarchies
or appealed to a God‐given cosmos in its defence of the
war led by George W. Bush on behalf of the West against
the Rest. Its radicalism was evident for example in the
way it backed the adempt by the Bush Administrabon to
build a neo‐liberal market‐based society in Iraq ‘from
ground zero’ up. This has proved to be an exercise almost
as bloody and at least as mad as the equivalent adempt
by Pol Pot in Cambodia in the 1970s to build a
communist society from ground zero up.
The lee, convenbonally understood to be represented by
the ALP, has given up thinking about the future or
engaging in social change. Hawke and Keabng inibated
the exercise undertaken by other so‐called ‘social
democrabc’ parbes back in the 1980s when it embraced
a then nameless version of ‘Third Wayism’. Subsequently
the eccentric Mark Latham formally embraced ‘Third
Wayism’. Today Rudd plainly is set on dismantling
whatever else might once have marked out the ALP as a
party with a base in the union movement, while he sets
out on a policy‐wonk driven exercise in managerialism.
More worrying and more suggesbve of a fundamental
polibcal malaise is the way so many of us fear that
human agency no longer maders, that things like
technological change is out of control, while global
warming, drought or globalizabon seem to defy control
or solubon. As Frank Furedi says we have become
fatalists. We feel less and less powerful: ‘we are now
simply objects to whom things get done by forces that
are out of our control’ (Furedi 2005: 72). Worse there is
confusion and helplessness whenever we think about
engaging with the future. This may rely on the feeling
that we have already had ‘too much change’ and that we
suﬀer ‘change fabgue’. Equally the kind of polibcal
culture we see around us may be encouraging
estrangement from and undermining our capacity to
generate ideas to inform the choices we need to be
making. For all of Mendes interest in the language of
policy he does not devote enough adenbon to the ways
of thinking that infanblize and emphasize ‘our’ passivity
and powerlessness. There is no language of us as polibcal
actors. Rather we deploy a language of ‘the excluded,
the bullied, the client, the end user, the vulnerable, the
consumer or the stakeholder’. Perhaps the trouble began
in the 1970s with what Zygmunt Bauman called the
‘economisabon of polibcs’, namely the idea that polibcs
is essenbally about economic management. (This idea
was assiduously promoted by neo‐liberal and neo‐
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conservabve think tanks and media organisabons like the
Murdoch and Packer media empires). The irony, which
we should not lose sight of, is that this also reﬂected the
successes of Keynesian economists in the 1950s and
1960s in dealing with problems like unemployment and
under‐investment. The very success of Keynesianism ca
1945‐1975 lee us ‘hostages to fortune’ should the
economic policy paradigm shie, as it did in the 1960s and
1970s to a neo‐liberal frame. This soon enough became
the idea that the mark of virtuous governments was their
ability to step aside and let the ‘market’ get on with the
business of delivering economic growth and employment
as well as all sorts of important social goods like health
care, infrastructure, educabon, community services. It
also encouraged governments, the public sector and
non‐government organisabons to embrace New Public
Management. As Don Watson has argued trenchantly
NPM sponsored the rise of managerialism signiﬁed by
the tyranny of the mindless PowerPoint and the rise of
what he calls ‘weasel words’. Welcome to the World
According to Rudd.
Managerialism supplied and supplies a ‘gee‐whiz’
vocabulary for the very ‘modern’ polibcian, policy‐maker
or manager. It has several very bad eﬀects. It means that
insbtubons indispensable to a healthy public sphere, like
polibcal parbes, the judiciary, the public service, our
universibes, museums, schools and hospitals lose their
way, as they lose their capacity to say what it is they are
required to do in order to be a hospital or a university.
When Vice‐Chancellors start describing their university
as if it were a bank commided to the values of
markebng, then we can only conclude that that
organisabon is in serious trouble. When a hospital like
the Royal Melbourne calls elderly pabents ‘blockages’ to
achieving ‘good budget outcomes’ as a prelude to
removing them, such insbtubons threaten the public
good. Worse, such things contribute to a pervasive sense
that things are not right, that those things that make up
our res publica (‘public things’) like polibcal debate
between real alternabves, core ideas like a ‘fair go’, a
regard for jusbce, and the rule of law, or the beneﬁts of
health or educabon are weakened, or are lost altogether.
Finally and worst of all it has the eﬀect of damping down
dissent, debate and controversy. Today’s polibcal
‘leaders’ talk about promobng ‘diversity’, ‘transparency’,
‘good outcomes’, ‘social inclusion’, ‘trust’, ‘building social
capital’, ‘empowering communibes’, or ‘consulbng
stakeholders’ (etc). This is a vocabulary which no‐one
sensibly can oppose. To get my point imagine how you
would argue against ‘promobng trust’ or ‘building strong
communibes’. That’s the point: polibcal language when it
is polibcal language invites debate and rewards
controversy. The vocabulary of managerialism is used to
compel approval and repress dissent and controversy.
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If we understand that there is an artefactual or
manufactured quality to the way we think about the
future (as beyond our control), about polibcs (as
pointless) and people (as vulnerable) then we may
decide we can get on with the future and do so in ways
that are properly polibcal. Polibcs at its best involves a
future oriented perspecbve with choices and ideas to
choose between. We don’t really have much choice
except to start making our own history again.
P. Mendes, 2008, Australia’s Welfare
Wars Revisited: The Players, The PoliOcs
and the Ideologies, UNSW Press, Sydney
pp.xi+320 $44.95.

What’s On At the New International Bookshop
Wednesday 8 October.
THE FREEDOM PARADOX
6:30 pm, NIBS, 54 Victoria St, Sth Carlton
Clive Hamilton in conversabon with Jeﬀ Sparrow. Contact
NIBS on 9662 3744
Thursday 30 October.
ANTONY LOEWENSTEIN : THE BLOGGING REVOLUTION
6:30pm, NIBS, 54 Victoria St, Sth Carlton
The author tells the stories of web dissidents struggling
for change across the world. Entry $5/$3
Thursday 6 November.
THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT
6:30pm, NIBS, 54 Victoria St, Sth Carlton
With Kenneth Davidson (Dissent, The Age) and Nick Low
(Director, Australasian Centre for Governance and
Management of Urban Transport). Entry $5/$3.
Wednesday 19 November.
TRADE UNIONISM IN AUSTRALIA by TOM BRAMBLE
6:30pm, NIBS, 54 Victoria St, Sth Carlton
Just out on Cambridge University Press, this is a vital new
history of our movement by the Bribsh academic and
socialist acbvist. The book will be launched by Marbn
Kingham. Free entry, so pop in aeer work for a drink.
Ca mb ri d g e Un i ve rs it y P r e ss an d
Th e Ne w In tern at io n al B o o k s h o p i n vi t e yo u t o t h e l a u n c h o f. . .

TRADE UNIONISM IN AUSTRALIA
– A history from flood to ebb tide
By Tom Bramble,
Senior lecturer in industrial relations, University of Queensland

to be launched by Martin Kingham, State Secretary, CFMEU
at The New International Bookshop, Trades Hall
– 54 Victoria St, Carlton Sth.

Wednesday, 19th November, 6pm for 6.30pm start
“An essential read” – John Pilger, award-winning documentary maker.
RSVP by 17th November to jsymons@cambridge.edu.au

All Labour History members can receive a 20% discount
on Trade Unionism in Australia. To take advantage of this
oﬀer, please contact Jenny Symons on (03) 8671 4102 or
email jsymons@cambridge.org

What’s on at the State Library of Victoria
Sport and War: An Australian War Memorial Travelling
ExhibiCon
Ends 26 October 2008
Don’t miss this free exhibibon exploring what it means to
be Australian by examining the relabonship between
sport and war. At the State Library of Victoria.
For the full program visit:
hdp://www.slv.vic.gov.au/goto/sportandwar

New Books of Interest
Buckley’s! – the autobiography of Ken
Buckley, founder member of the New
South Wales Council for Civil Liberbes,
was published by his widow, Berenice.
Buckley's! is distributed in Australia by
Gary Allen Pty Ltd and available from
bookstores or online at
www.aampersanda.com/onlinestore
A review of the book will appear in the
next edibon of Recorder.
Melanie Oppenheimer, Volunteering:
Why we can't survive without it,
Published by: UNSW Press, 2008.
hdp://www.unswpress.com.au/isbn/
0868409863.htm

Noticeboard
The creators of a new Zine, Culturalista are looking for
writers, arbsts, designers (and anyone with a bit of
creabve ﬂair) to contribute. Culturalista is a quarterly
publicabon that aims to showcase Australia’s diverse
culture. Culturalista will feature alternabve music and
movie reviews, inspiring personal stories, recipes,
photos, artwork and designs from up and coming arbsts,
feature arbcles, crosswords, cartoons – predy much
anything you feel inspired to contribute.
Each issue will have a broad theme, which content will
be loosely centred around, but apart from that, what you
contribute is lee up to your own creabvity. All
contribubons and any quesbons can be made via email
to dusbnb@oxfam.org.au (preferably) or via post to
Culturalista, 90 Helen St, Northcote, Vic. 3070 or phone
queries to 0428385272. Please adach name and contact
details with all entries. Culturalista is a not for proﬁt
publicabon exploring issues of social jusbce through the
arts. Proudly supported by Oxfam Australia and funded
by the JBSeed Arts Fund.
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11th NATIONAL LABOUR HISTORY CONFERENCE
CALL FOR PAPERS – Deadline

Melbourne branch ASSLH contacts and meeting place

extended

CONTACTS
President
Peter Love
51 Blanche St
St Kilda 3182
Tel: 9534 2445
Secretary
Brian Smiddy
7 The Crest
Watsonia 3087
Tel: 9435 5145
Treasurer
Phillip Deery
19 Withers St
Albert Park 3206
Tel: 9636 0051
Website: http://www.asslh.org.au/melbourne
Please send all submissions and research questions/notes
for inclusion in Recorder to the editor, Julie Kimber
(juliekimber@unswalumni.com)

The Australian Society for the Study of Labour History,
Perth Branch, is hosCng the

Meetings of the society are held in Meeting Room 1 in
the Trades Hall. Enter Trades Hall through the Victoria
Street entrance.

8–10 July 2009
The State School Teachers Union of WA [Inc],
150–152 Adelaide Terrace, Perth, WA.
The Perth Branch welcomes papers on any topic relevant
to labour history, (see their website for suggested
themes). They especially welcome papers from post‐
graduate students, early career researchers, and activists,
and papers with an international perspective.

Meebng room 1

All intending contributors should send an
abstract of not more than 500 words to the
Convenor by 1 November 2008.

Trades Hall

Papers, maximum length 3,000 words, submided for
formal, academic refereeing must reach us by 31 January
2009. Presentabons will be 20 minutes each with 10
minutes for quesbons. Contributors wishing to present a
display, ﬁlm, performance or panel discussion should
contact us with a brief proposal by 31 December 2008.
Convenor: Dr Bobbie Oliver, Department of Social
Sciences, Curbn University of Technology,
GPO BOX U1987, PERTH WA 6845.
Tel:
+61 8 9266 3215. Fax: +61 8 9266 3166
Email:
bobbie.oliver@curbn.edu.au
Website:
hdp://www.asslh.org.au/perth
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